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A slight modification of the "mixing" term in Anderson's model of a magnetic impurity 
produces an exactly solvable model. Results of some preliminary calculations are given, 
and upper and lower bounds on Anderson's model are obtained by means of the exact solu-
tions. 
Anderson's model of a magnetic impurity in a nonmagnetic host metal,l originally solved by him in 
a self-consistent approximation, has resisted exact solution to this day despite many frontal assaults. 2 •3 
The basic difficulty seems to be that the intrinsically nonlinear Coulomb repulsion term Undtnd~ may 
not be treated as a small perturbation. On the contrary, in physically interesting cases it is desirable 
to consider arbitrarily large values of U. I have newly found that a somewhat modified model Hamil-
tonian can be manipulated in such a manner that this Coulomb term becomes linear and, regardless of 
magnitude, succumbs to conventional diagonalization techniques. 
Like Anderson's, the new Hamiltonian has three parts: Bloch-state energies, a "mixing" term, and 
the Coulomb term: 
(1) 
expressed in terms of anticommuting fermion field operators C a and occupation numbers na = C a *c a' 
U is an obvious modification of Anderson's Hamiltonian1 •2 (with U= - 2Ed , and V k assumed henceforth 
to be real), denoted by JC A: 
JC A = J(; - (>../m)"[Jkm V k(C km *C am * + H.c.) ==J(;+ J(;'. (2) 
Unlike the Coulomb term, the correction term J(;' may be viewed as multiplied by a small parameter 
>.. even in the physically interesting regime. We shall subsequently show that the ground-state energy 
of JC A , and the free energy at finite T, fall within narrowly prescribed upper and lower bounds which 
can be calculated using our JC. 
The transformation of (1) to a linear form (quadratic rather than quartic in the field operators) pro-
ceeds via a sequence of three nonlinear steps. The operators C k~ and C M * are not affected by any of 
these operations. In the first step, I, the operators of impurities cdm and cdm * are replaced by pseudo-
spin paulion operators, as are the Bloch-state operators c kt and Ckt*. In the second step, II, the pseu-
dospin operators of the impurities are rotated such that Sdlz-Sd~Y and Sdt .. -Sdtx. Finally, III, the re-
sultant paulions are replaced by new fermion operators, and JC becomes a solvable quadratic form in 
the latter. More explicitly, the pseudospin operators are defined in terms of the c's as follows: 
1. (i) All C k~' C kt * stay the same. (ii) Set 
Cd~ == Sd~ _ exp(i7T6nk~) and Cd~ * == exp(i7T"[Jnk~)Sd~ +. 
(Sums are over all Bloch states k in the Brillouin zone.) (iii) Set 
C dt == Sdt _ exp[i7T("[Jnht + nd~)] and C dt * == exp !i7T(6 nkl + ndl ) JSd!+. 
Note: 
(iv) Set 
Ckt ==akt exp[i7T(6nkl +ndl +ndt)], 
c kt *==exp[i1T("[Jnkl +nM +ndt)]akt*. 
We note that the S operators commute with the a's and c's and that a's and c's also commute with one 
another but anticommute among themselves. 
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In terms of the new operators, we have 
6km EkmCkm *c km - 6kEklc ki *c kl + 6kEklakl *akl , 
and 
U(ndt - i)(ndl - i) - us dlz Sdl .. ' 
and lastly, 
6km Vk(C km * - C km)(c dm * + Cdm)-6 klV kC k/ exp(in6nkl) + H.c.](Sal + + Sil.l -) 
We have made use of identities such as 
exp(2nin) = 1, exp(inndl)Sdl± = 'f Sat±' etc., 
- 6k(Vka kl * - H.c.)(Sat+ - Sil.l J. 
similar to those introduced in connection with the X-Y mode1. 4 




For the second transformation, we make use of the fact that the Sdl± commute with Sdj±' Thus the 
90° rotations can be performed independently: 
II. Sdlz- SalY (Sal" invariant) and Satz-Salx (Sah invariant). 
In J(' this has an effect solely on the Coulomb term (1.2): 
U(Sd I zSdlz) - - tiU(Sat+ + Sdt J(Sdl + - Sil.l J. (II. 1) 
A final substitution inverts I, i.e., III (i) all C kl' C kl * stay the same; they are merely relabeled bkj , 
bkl * for notational consistency. (ii) Set 
Sdl_ == bal exp(in6nkl) and Sal + ==exp(in6nkj)bal * (n k== bkl*bkj )· 
(iii) Set 
Sdt _ == bil.l exp[i7J(6nk l + nal)] and Sdt + == explin(6nk l + ndl)] bil.l * (nal = bal *bdl )· 
(iv) Set 
a kl == bkt exp[in(I;nkl + ndj + nat)] and akt * == exp[in(I;nkl + nal + nat) ]bkl * (nat = bat *bdt )· 
The set of all b operators, together with their Hermitean conjugates, is a complete set of anticom-
muting field operators, related by a unitary transformation to the original set of c's. The Hamiltonian 
is quadratic in the new operators: 
(ill. 1) 
(ill. 2) 
6kmV k(C km * - Ckm)(C dm * + cam)-I;V k(bkm * - bkm)(bam * + bam). (III. 3) 
Quartic (or worse) terms would have resulted if U* - 2Ea, or if a magnetic field acted on the d level. 
After transformation II, Je would have contained terms linear in Sam" or Samy which could not be han-
dled exactly. Similar difficulties are found if Jel is retained. 
Nevertheles.s, we can study the effects of the transformation on any such nonlinear terms, and if 
they are of interest, treat their effect on J(' by perturbation theory. 5 
We now calculate the free energy F. In terms of the unperturbed, decoupled Fo at >.. = 0, 
F(U, >..) = Fo(U) + of, 
where 
"-of= N- 1 / 2.0km V kJ dA «(bkm * - bkm)(bam * + bam». o 
(3) 
(4) 
The thermodynamic averages indicated are readily obtained by means of Green functions. 6 Omitting 
the tedious but straightforward calculational details, we obtain an expression free of low-temperature 
anomalies, 
of = fdA l:dw!(w)(- i)[C(w - io) - C(w+ io)], (5) 
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where f(w) is the Fermi function, and the Green function has the value 
G(w) = (2;\ i1r){w l5 t(w) + SI(W)] - 8;\ 25 ,(w)~ ,(w)} 
lw - 4;\25 l(w)]Lu: - 4;\2S ,(w)j - 4[J2 , (6) 
where 
(7) 
The transport properties are obtainable from the equations of motion: 
II I *\\_ ~ 1 ;\2 ~ ()~ 
\\C km C k 'm II - 2 --- + N G ddm W • 1f W-E k W-E k W-E k , 
(8) 





An evaluation of these transport properties (in 
which we do find a low-T "Kondo effect") will be 
given elsewhere. 5 
We conclude the present work by a comparison 
of the free energies F of JC and FA and J(A' As 
we may use the eigenstates of our model for a 
variational evaluation of JCA, we can obtain F (Ie) 
> FA (21e). On the other hand, F(21e) <FA (2;\). 
Combining these, 
(11) 
In the limit T= 0 we see that these inequalities 
also hold for the respective ground-state ener-
gies. As the upper and lower bounds differ by 
o (Ie 2), FA becomes adequately circumscribed in 
the weak-coupling limit (le 2 _0). 
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The ground-state energy of an exciton bound to ionized donors in II1-V and II-VI com-
pounds is calculated with the electron-phonon coupling taken into account. Results for 
thirteen crystals are in very good agreement with the available experimental data. 
Though exciton theory has considerably im-
proved the understanding of the luminescence 
spectra in the band-edge region, a further ex-
tended theory had to be developed for the inter-
pretation of certain lines beneath free exciton 
lines. Led by a proposal of Lampert,l bound ex-
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citons have thus been intensively investigated dur-
ing the last years, as reviewed by Thomas, 2 
Johnson,3 Halsted,4 and Reynolds, Litton, and 
Collins. 5 As in the case of a free exciton, how-
ever, the electron-phonon coupling has to be 
taken into account for a precise calculation of 
